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This dissertation describes the design and implementation of Lyapunov-based 
control strategies for the maximization of the power captured by renewable energy 
harnessing technologies such as (i) a variable speed, variable pitch wind turbine, (ii) a 
variable speed wind turbine coupled to a doubly fed induction generator, and (iii) a solar 
power generating system charging a constant voltage battery. 
First, a torque control strategy is presented to maximize wind energy captured in 
variable speed, variable pitch wind turbines at low to medium wind speeds. The proposed 
strategy applies control torque to the wind turbine pitch and rotor subsystems to 
simultaneously control the blade pitch and tip speed ratio, via the rotor angular speed, to 
an optimum point at which the capture efficiency is maximum. The control method 
allows for aerodynamic rotor power maximization without exact knowledge of the wind 
turbine model. A series of numerical results show that the wind turbine can be controlled 
to achieve maximum energy capture. 
Next, a control strategy is proposed to maximize the wind energy captured in a 
variable speed wind turbine, with an internal induction generator, at low to medium wind 
speeds. The proposed strategy controls the tip speed ratio, via the rotor angular speed, to 
an optimum point at which the efficiency constant (or power coefficient) is maximal for a 
particular blade pitch angle and wind speed by using the generator rotor voltage as a 
control input. This control method allows for aerodynamic rotor power maximization 
without exact wind turbine model knowledge. Representative numerical results 
 iii
demonstrate that the wind turbine can be controlled to achieve near maximum energy 
capture. 
Finally, a power system consisting of a photovoltaic (PV) array panel, dc-to-dc 
switching converter, charging a battery is considered wherein the environmental 
conditions are time-varying. A backstepping PWM controller is developed to maximize 
the power of the solar generating system. The controller tracks a desired array voltage, 
designed online using an incremental conductance extremum-seeking algorithm, by 
varying the duty cycle of the switching converter. The stability of the control algorithm is 
demonstrated by means of Lyapunov analysis. Representative numerical results 
demonstrate that the grid power system can be controlled to track the maximum power 
point of the photovoltaic array panel in varying atmospheric conditions. Additionally, the 
performance of the proposed strategy is compared to the typical maximum power point 
tracking (MPPT) method of perturb and observe (P&O), where the converter dynamics 
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There is a considerable need to find an alternative to conventional means of 
power generation for logistical, environmental and geo-political reasons. Renewable 
energy technologies, which are defined as technologies that capture power from naturally 
replenishing energy sources, present such an alternative. Example sources include 
sunlight, geothermal, wind, and water (tide and hydroelectric). However, renewable 
energy accounts for about 18% of global energy consumption combined. In order to make 
a bigger contribution to global power demand, it is imperative that the said technologies 
be as efficient as possible in capturing power from the energy sources. This increase in 
the capacity factor of renewable energy capture technology will make renewable 
technologies a more viable alternative to conventional power generation systems. This 
dissertation is presented in three sections, each of which addresses a different control 
problem associated with power maximization of a renewable energy technology and the 
ensuing Lyapunov-based control approach. This dissertation is divided in three parts: 
power capture efficiency maximization of a variable speed, variable pitch wind turbine, 
power capture efficiency maximization of a fixed pitch, variable speed wind turbine 
coupled to a doubly fed induction generator and power maximization of a solar 







Nonlinear Robust Control to Maximize Energy Capture in a  
Variable Speed Wind Turbine 
 
Wind energy has evolved into an attractive energy source for electric utilities, 
even though it is currently responsible for only two percent of the global electrical power 
output.  The structure of wind turbines, as well as the fact that the wind energy rate is 
uncontrollable, compounds the problem of regulating the power capture of the wind 
turbine. This problem has been alleviated by the construction of variable speed wind 
turbines; which are designed to regulate the power captured over a range of wind speeds. 
The efficiency of power regulation, is however dependent on the selected control method.  
Wind turbine control methods include classical techniques [1]-[3], which utilize a 
linearized wind turbine system model and a single measured wind turbine output for 
control. In [2], a PID controller was designed that compensated for wind speed 
fluctuations by changing the pitch angle to keep the rotor speed constant. The controller 
was improved by selecting gain values based on minimization of rotor speed error and the 
actuator duty cycle. Another common control method is full state feedback control [4]-
[7], which is sensitive to errors in modeling and measurements. Liebst [4] used individual 
blade pitch linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) optimal control to reduce the loads on a 
wind turbine due to environmental factors such as shear and gravity. The dynamics of the 
wind turbine blade flap, lag and pitch are modeled.  Knudsen et al. [5] compared PI and 
H∞ controllers for regulating the pitch of a 400kW wind turbine. The H∞ controller 
accounts better for turbine model uncertainties as well as error in measuring the wind 
speed, thus reducing pitch activity. Disturbance accommodating control can account for 
measurement disturbances by augmenting a state-estimator based controller to recreate 
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disturbance states using an assumed waveform model. These new states reduce 
disturbance effects. Wright and Balas [8] described the design of a state space control 
algorithm for the regulation of the rotor speed of a two bladed wind turbine in full-load 
operation using a simple five degree-of-freedom linear model. The authors demonstrated 
that the pole placement technique can stabilize the turbine model while state estimators 
reduce the number of required measurements. The effects of wind speed fluctuations 
were reduced by using disturbance accommodating control. 
Fuzzy logic control [9]-[11] and neural networks [12] have been investigated to 
reduce the uncertainties faced by classical control methods. Prats et al. [10] presented a 
fuzzy logic application for enhanced energy capture in a variable speed, variable pitch 
wind turbine. A dynamic model was developed using torque and blade pitch fuzzy 
control and produced better results than linear control. Zhang et al. [11] compared PID 
and fuzzy logic control in the control of the rotation of the wind wheel and reverse 
moment of the generator in a variable speed wind turbine and concluded that fuzzy logic 
control produce a smoother output with less susceptibility to disturbances. Adaptive 
control schemes [13]-[16] have been developed to eliminate some of the problems faced 
in wind turbine control, such as unknown and time varying model parameters in the wind 
turbine model. Song et al. [14] used a model reference adaptive control scheme to force a 
wind turbine with a known power efficiency function, to track a desired rotor speed that 
maximizes the energy captured by controlling the excitation winding voltage of the 
generator. Johnson et al. [15] developed an adaptive control algorithm for controlling the 
generator torque on a fixed pitch variable speed wind turbine. This approach maximized 
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the energy capture in low to medium wind speeds without knowledge of the optimal tip 
speed ratio.  
In this study, a control strategy is developed to regulate the blade pitch angle and 
rotor speed of a variable speed wind turbine system. The control objective is to maximize 
the energy captured by the wind turbine in low to medium wind speeds by tracking a 
desired pitch angle and rotor speed, in the presence of structurally uncertain wind turbine 
system nonlinearities. Additionally, the maximization of the energy captured is achieved 
without the knowledge of the relationship that governs the power capture efficiency of 
the wind turbine.  Instead, an optimization algorithm is developed to seek the unknown 
optimal blade pitch angle and rotor speed that maximize the energy captured (via the 
aerodynamic rotor power) while ensuring that the resulting desired trajectories are 
sufficiently differentiable. The disadvantage of not explicitly knowing the optimal pitch 
angle and rotor speed a priori is countered by the fact that the optimal rotor speed, and 
likewise, the optimal pitch angle, will change as the wind speed changes, which can be 
accounted for by the optimization algorithm. A robust controller is designed and proven 
to yield a globally uniformly ultimately bounded (GUUB) stable closed loop system 
through Lyapunov-based analysis. 
 
Nonlinear Robust Control to Maximize Energy Capture in a Variable Speed Wind 
Turbine Using an Induction Generator 
 
As previously stated, the efficiency of power regulation in wind turbines, is 
dependent on the selected control method. In this study, an in-depth investigation is 
conducted by considering the dynamics of the wind turbine internal generator in addition 
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to the mechanical dynamics. The standard region 2 (power capture maximization mode) 
control scheme used for variable speed wind turbines, ( 2k  , where   is the control 
torque,    is the rotor angular speed and k  is a control gain), has some disadvantages 
that can result in unsatisfactory power capture. First, the control gain   k  is difficult to 
determine due to the dependence on exact model knowledge (maximum power efficiency 
constant and optimal tip speed ratio). Secondly, the standard value of k  might not 
provide the maximum energy capture under real world turbulent conditions. Johnson and 
Fingersh [15] showed via simulation/numerical results that smaller values of k  than the 
standard can result in increased power capture. They proposed a new control scheme, 
specifically, an adaptive control scheme that allowed for maximum power capture in the 
presence of parameter uncertainty. Similar adaptive control techniques for wind turbine 
control were developed in [14] and [16]. 
Other wind turbine control methods such as classical control techniques [1], [4], 
[5], [7], robust control [17], and fuzzy logic control [9], [11] have been utilized to 
regulate rotor speed, regulate pitch angle and to enhance energy capture. Iyasere et al. 
[17] proposed a robust control strategy to control the blade pitch angle and rotor speed in 
a variable speed, variable pitch wind turbine in order to maximize the energy capture, 
without the knowledge of the optimal tip speed ratio and in the presence of model 
structural uncertainties. 
An area of particular importance is the control of the internal generators used in 
wind turbines. The most commonly used generator is the induction generator; the types of 
which include cage, wound rotor and doubly fed induction generator (DFIG). The 
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dynamic modeling [18]-[22] and control [23]-[30] of induction machines have been 
extensively researched. Thiringer and Luomi [18] examined the validity of various 
dynamic models of induction machines to include the fifth-order Park model and other 
reduced order models by predicting the low frequency dynamic response of a 15 kW 
induction machine and comparing results to actual measurements. They concluded that 
the Park model accurately predicts rotor speed, electrical torque, active power, reactive 
power and stator current responses to perturbations in the shaft torque, supply frequency 
and voltage magnitude. In power system analysis, a third order model was determined to 
be the right fit for accuracy and simplicity. Tapia et al. [19] developed the mathematical 
model of a grid connected wind driven DFIG and presented a comparison of the 
simulation results to real machine performance results. They also developed a stator-flux-
oriented vector control based technique to control the generator power factor. Mullane 
and O’Malley [20] examined the inertial response of a squirrel cage and a doubly fed 
induction wind turbine generator using fifth-order induction generator models. They 
discovered that a DFIG utilizing field-oriented control is strongly influenced by rotor 
current controller bandwidth. Hu and Dawson [23] presented an adaptive partial state 
feedback position tracking controller for the full-order nonlinear dynamic model for an 
induction motor. The controller compensates for uncertainty in rotor resistance and 
mechanical system parameters while yielding asymptotic rotor position tracking. Datta 
and Ranganathan [24] developed a simple position-sensorless strategy for rotor-side 
field-oriented control of a wound rotor induction machine. The algorithm is based on axis 
transformation with reduced dependence on machine parameters compared to other 
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methods. Pena et al. [25] described a vector control scheme for the supply-side voltage 
source-converter of a DFIG for independent control of active and reactive power. This 
strategy was embedded into an optimal tracking controller in order to maximize energy 
capture in a wind energy application. Two tracking schemes were developed; speed mode 
and current mode. 
In this study, a control strategy is developed to regulate the rotor speed of a small 
variable speed wind turbine system with an induction generator. The control objective is 
to maximize the energy captured by the wind turbine for low to medium air speeds by 
tracking a desired rotor speed in the presence of system nonlinearities and structural 
uncertainty. Additionally, the maximization of the energy captured is achieved without 
the knowledge of the relationship that governs the power capture efficiency of the wind 
turbine. Instead, an optimization algorithm is developed to seek the unknown optimal 
rotor speed that maximizes the energy captured (via the aerodynamic rotor power), at a 
particular blade pitch angle and wind speed, while ensuring that the resulting trajectory is 
sufficiently differentiable. The problem of not explicitly knowing the rotor speed a priori 
is countered by the fact that the optimal rotor speed will change as the wind speed 
changes which may be accommodated for by choosing the right optimization algorithm. 
A robust controller is designed and proven to yield a globally uniformly ultimately 








Backstepping PWM Control for Maximum Power Tracking in  
Photovoltaic Array Systems 
 
Solar energy is one of the more attractive sources of energy today owing to the 
rising costs of traditional energy sources, an increase in environmentalism and the 
inexhaustibility of the source of energy. The primary device for harnessing solar energy 
is the solar cell, which uses the photovoltaic effect to transform sunlight into electricity 
via a semiconductor device. Conditions such as cell parameters and atmospheric 
conditions (temperature and solar irradiation) affect the instantaneous energy generated 
by a PV array as demonstrated by the current-voltage ( pv pvi v ) characteristic shown in 
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where  pvi t   is the PV array output current;  pvv t   is the PV array output 
voltage; sn  is the number of cells connected in series; pn  represents the number of 
parallel modules; q  is the charge of an electron; K  is the Boltzmann’s constant; A  is the 
p-n junction ideality factor; and T  is the cell temperature in Kelvin (K). The reverse 
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Figure 1.1: Current-voltage characteristics of a PV array 
 
where orI  is the reverse saturation current at the reference temperature, rT ;  goE  is the 
band gap energy of the semiconductor; scI  is the short-circuit cell current at the reference 
temperature and radiation; lK  is the short-circuit current temperature coefficient; and   
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It can be concluded that exists a maximum power point (MPP) that varies with 




Figure 1.2: Power-voltage characteristics of a PV array 
 
approaches has been developed to optimize the power output when atmospheric 
conditions are varying. An area of particular importance is the development of online 
extremum-seeking algorithms which are generally classified into incremental 
conductance (IncCond) [32]-[34] and “perturb and observe” (P&O) methods [35], [36]. 
Hussein et al. [32] developed a maximum power tracking (MPT) technique that is 
efficient in cases of rapidly changing atmospheric conditions. They showed that the 
maximum power operating point can be tracked accurately by measuring the solar array 
current and voltage, comparing the incremental and instantaneous conductances of the 
PV and changing the array voltage accordingly. Leyva et al. [35] demonstrated the global 
stability of an MPPT algorithm using Lyapunov analysis and applied it to a PV system 
based on the “perturb and observe” method. Control techniques used to directly control 
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photovoltaic characteristics include classical control [37]-[39], fuzzy logic control [31], 
robust control [36], [40], variable structure [41], [42], and artificial neural networks [43]-
[45]. Lian et al. [31] regulate the output power of a solar power generating system using 
the Takegi-Sugeno fuzzy method which includes using virtual desired variables (VDVs). 
Kasa et al. [36] presents a robust control method for maximum power point (MPP) 
tracking in a photovoltaic system where the circuit parameters are uncertain. The MPP is 
tracked by varying the duty ratio of the switching device in order to control the array 
voltage. Valenciaga et al. [41] designed a variable structure controller to regulate the 
output power of a standalone hybrid generation system consisting of a PV array, wind 
turbine, a storage battery bank and a variable monophasic load. 
Aside from maximizing the output power, another common application for 
photovoltaic arrays is load matching [36], [46], [47]. Saied et al. [46] maximized the 
output mechanical energy of a DC motor, driving a mechanical load, connected to a PV 
array via a dc-dc converter with varying atmospheric conditions. Yadaiah et al. [36] 
developed a controller algorithm to match a solar cell array to a mechanical load using 
artificial neural networks. 
In this study, a control strategy is developed to maximize the power of a solar 
generating system while including the dynamics of the DC-DC converter that assumed 
absent in some papers. The control objective is to determine the maximum power 
operating point (MPOP) by tracking a desired array voltage which can be achieved by 
modulating the pulse width of the switch control signal (increasing or decreasing the duty 
ratio of the switching converter). The desired array voltage is designed online using a 
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filtered incremental conductance MPP tracking algorithm. The proposed strategy ensures 
that the MPOP is determined and the tracking errors are globally asymptotically 
regulated. The stability of the control algorithm is verified by Lyapunov analysis. 
 
Organization of Dissertation 
 
The dissertation is organized as follows. The development of a robust control 
strategy to maximize the power efficiency capture of a variable speed, variable pitch 
wind turbine is presented in Chapter 2.   A robust control strategy to maximize the power 
capture efficiency of a fixed pitch, variable speed wind turbine coupled to a doubly fed 
induction generator is proposed in Chapter 3. A backstepping PWM controller is 
developed to maximize the power of a solar generating system with a constant battery 
load in Chapter 4.  A summary of the presented works will be presented in Chapter 5. 
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NONLINEAR ROBUST CONTROL TO MAXIMIZE ENERGY CAPTURE IN A 
VARIABLE SPEED WIND TURBINE 
 
In this chapter, a control strategy is developed to regulate the blade pitch angle 
and rotor speed of a structurally uncertain variable speed wind turbine system. The 
chapter is organized as follows. In the first section, the control objectives are stated. In 
the second section, a wind turbine dynamic model is presented. A robust tracking 
controller is introduced along with the error system dynamics in the next section 
supported by a Lyapunov-based stability proof. Next, the system nonlinearities are 
estimated. The reference trajectory generation is discussed in next section, followed by 




The control objective is to maximize the energy captured by a variable speed 
wind turbine in low to medium wind speeds by tracking a desired pitch angle and rotor 
speed, in the presence of structurally uncertain wind turbine system nonlinearities. 
Additionally, the maximization of the energy captured is achieved without the knowledge 
of the relationship that governs the power capture efficiency of the wind turbine.  Instead, 
an optimization algorithm is developed to seek the unknown optimal blade pitch angle 
and rotor speed that maximize the energy captured (via the aerodynamic rotor power) 
while ensuring that the resulting desired trajectories are sufficiently differentiable. The 
disadvantage of not explicitly knowing the optimal pitch angle and rotor speed a priori is 
countered by the fact that the optimal rotor speed, and likewise, the optimal pitch angle, 
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will change as the wind speed changes, which can be accounted for by the optimization 
algorithm. 
 
Dynamic Model Development 
 
The selected wind turbine model consists of two subsystems: pitch (wind turbine 
blades and pitch actuator) and drive train (high-speed shaft, gearbox, low-speed shaft and 
generator) [1]. The aerodynamic rotor power is dependent on the available wind power 
and the power coefficient. The power coefficient is a function of two variables: the tip-
speed ratio (TSR) and the blade pitch angle. The rotor power of the wind turbine, 
 aeroP t  , can be defined as 




P C Av    
where     is the air density, A  is the rotor swept area,  v t   is the wind 
speed,  pC    denotes the power coefficient of the wind turbine, which is assumed to 
be unknown,  t   is the tip-speed ratio, and  t   represents the blade pitch 




   
where  t   is the rotor speed and R  is the rotor radius. From (2.1) and (2.2), it is 
clear that there exists an optimal rotor speed * , and blade pitch angle * , for a 
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particular wind speed at which the power capture efficiency is maximum, represented by 
max
pC , where  max * *,p pC C   . 
The rotor power,  aero ,P t  can also be written as 
 aero aeroP    
where  aero t   is the aerodynamic torque applied to the rotor by the wind. An 











Remark 2.1: In (2.1), it is assumed that  pC   is unknown, hence  aero   is 
unmeasurable. 
The wind turbine model structure can be written as [1] 
  , , cMX f X v     










   are the state variables, 2 2M   denotes the 
lumped inertia matrix,       2 1aero
T
f N          represents the system 
nonlinearities,  N    designates the pitch subsystem nonlinearities, and   2 1c t   
is the control input torque. 
To facilitate the control development process, the following model characteristics are 
assumed: 
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A.1:        , , ,v t t t t    are measurable. 
A.2:  v t  is constant or slowly time varying. 
A.3: , ,R A   are known constants. 
A.4:      , ,v t v t v t   are bounded. 
A.5:      , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,f X v t f X X v t f X X X v t           are bounded provided that 
       , , ,t X t X t X t     are bounded. 
A.6: M  is a known symmetric, positive definite matrix. 
Remark 2.2:  , ,f X v   can be upper bounded by a known function such that 
   , , ,zf X v X    . 
 
Error System Development 
 
The control objective is to maximize the aerodynamic rotor power of the wind 
turbine,  aeroP t ,  while tracking a desired rotor speed  d t   and blade pitch angle 
 d t   such that    dt t   and    dt t   as t  . To quantify this 
objective, measurement tracking errors denoted by    1 2,e t e t   are defined as 

     





e t t t








Remark 2.3: The variables  d t  and  d t are designed and updated online using a 
numerical-based two-dimensional optimization algorithm to maximize the rotor power, 
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P C Av , and * *
T
    denotes the set of constants resulting from the 





X t d t        is 
designed such that   ,d t   ,d t   ,d t  d t ,   ,d t    ,d t  d t   . 
The following filtered tracking error, denoted by  2r t  , is defined to facilitate 
the subsequent controller design 
 2 2 2 2 2 2,r e e r e e        
 where   is a positive constant. 
Remark 2.4:  Based on the definition of  2r t  defined in (2.7), standard arguments can 
be used to prove that if  2r t  , then    2 2,e t e t   . 
After defining a composite error signal denoted by       21 2
T
z t e t r t     , 
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 








































 ,  f̂   is an estimate of  f  , which will be designed 
subsequently in a later section, K   is a control gain and 1, 
  are small 
constants, s  is the Laplace variable, and sat  is the standard saturation function . 
Remark 2.5: The variables  ˆsf   and  ˆsf 

 are bounded since the output of a saturation 
function is always bounded and 
1
1
1s   is a proper bounded filter. Thus, it may be 
assumed that  ˆs Nf   , where .N   
Substituting the control torque from (2.11) into the open-loop dynamics of (2.10), 
results in the following closed-loop error system 
      
2
ˆ z








Theorem 2.1: Given the closed loop system of (2.12), all signals remain bounded and the 
composite error signal  z t  is globally uniformly ultimately bounded (GUUB).  
Proof: A non-negative function, denoted by   V z t  , is defined as 
 1 .2
TV z Mz  
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Since M  is positive-definite and symmetric, the expression in (2.13) can be lower 
and upper bounded by the following inequalities 
  2 2min maxz V z z    
where min  and max  are the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of M  respectively. 
After taking the time derivative of (2.13), and substituting (2.12), the following 













ˆT T T Tz
sV Kz z z z z f z f


      










      
if 1 2K k k   where 1 2,k k
 , the nonlinear damping argument [2] may be applied to 


















  .  Using (2.14) and the nonlinear damping argument in (2.18), the 





kV V     
  
From (2.14) and (2.19), the term  z t can be upper bounded as 




















  . 
 From (2.20), it can be shown that    1 2,e t r t   thus from Remark 2.4, it is 
clear that    2 2,e t e t   . The expression in (2.6) can be used along with previous 
boundedness statements to show that    ,t X t   , thus from A.5, it is apparent that 
 f   . The expression in (2.11), can be used along with Remark 2.3 and Remark 2.5 
to show that  c t  . Standard signal chasing arguments can then be utilized to prove 
that all signals remain bounded under closed-loop operation. In particular, from (2.12), 
   1, ,z t e t   2e t   . Using A.5, it is clear that  f    . The time derivative of 
(2.11) can be used along with Remark 2.5 to show that  c t   . From the time 
derivative of (2.11), it is clear that  X t   . Finally it may be concluded that 
 f     using A.5. The closed-loop system is thus globally uniformly ultimately 







Estimation of System Nonlinearities 
 
As previously stated, the main control objective is to maximize the aerodynamic 
rotor power of a variable speed wind turbine with structurally uncertain system 
nonlinearities. This model property requires that the system nonlinearities be estimated. 
The estimate of   ,f   denoted by  ˆ ,f   is developed for two reasons:  
1.  f̂   is used as a feed-forward term in the control design, through 
 ˆ ,sf  to reduce the magnitude of the control input torque,  c t . 
2. From Remark 2.1 and (2.3),  aeroP t  is unmeasurable. By  utilizing  
     aeroˆ ˆˆ ,
T
f N       an estimate of the captured power,  aeroP̂ t , can 
be realized where      aero aeroˆ ˆ .P t t t   
Now consider the two systems 
    ˆˆ, , ,c cMX f X v MX f         
where   2 1X̂ t   denotes the estimate of the states, and  f̂   is the estimate of  f  .  
The objective of the estimator is to track the system nonlinearities  f   such that 
   f̂ f   as t  . To quantify this objective, the observation errors, 
    2,X t f t     are defined as 
 ˆˆ ,X X X f f f       
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The filtered observation error, denoted by   2 1r t  , is defined to facilitate the 
subsequent design 
 r X X      
where   is a constant. After taking the time derivative of (2.23) and pre-multiplying 
by ,M  it may be shown that 
 ˆMr MX MX f f X             
where   MX X      . 
Remark 2.6: The auxiliary signal     can be upper bounded such that   N z   
where       T 3,z t t r t     and N   is a constant. 
Based on the structure of (2.24) as well as the subsequent stability analysis, the 
following implementable continuous estimator is proposed to achieve the stated estimator 
objectives 
    0ˆ sgnf k r X      
where 0,k 
 are control gains. 
Before presenting the stability analysis, the following lemma will be introduced 
and later invoked. 
Lemma 2.1: Let the auxiliary function  L t   be defined as  
   sgnT oL r f X    
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L d    where the positive constant o   is 
      0 0 0 0
1
T
o X t X t f t  
     
Proof: Refer to Appendix A. 
Theorem 2.2: The estimator in (2.25) ensures that asymptotic tracking is obtained, in the 
sense that      , , 0X t X t r t     as t  . 
Proof: Define an auxiliary function  P t  as follows 
  oP L d      
where    ,o t L t  have been defined in Lemma 2.1. Since from the proof of Lemma 2.1, 
 P t  is non-negative, the following non-negative Lyapunov function, denoted by  1V t  





T TV t X X r Mr P      
After taking the time derivative of (2.29), utilizing the definitions in (2.23),  
(2.24), (2.26), (2.28), and rearranging terms,  the following expression is obtained 
  1 0ˆ sgnT T T TV X X r f r r X            
After substituting (2.25) and performing simple algebraic manipulations,  1V t  
can be upper bounded by 
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 2 21 NV z r z k r     
  
where  z t is a composite error vector previously defined in (2.24). Applying the 








    
 
  
From (2.32), it is possible to state that 









where   is a positive constant. From (2.29) and (2.33), it is clear that  z t  . 
From the definition of  z t , it is clear that    ,X t r t   . From (2.25), it is clear that 
 f̂  

 . Using standard signal chasing arguments, it can be shown that all the signals 
in the closed-loop system remain bounded. In particular, from (2.24), it may be 
concluded that  r t   . Next, one can deduce that  z t   . After employing a 
corollary to Barbalat’s Lemma [3], it can shown that   0z t   as t  . From the 
definition of  z t , it is clear that    , 0X t r t   as t  . From (2.23), it may be noted 
that   0X t   as t  . From (2.21), the following relationship can be obtained 
 ˆ .MX f f f      




In Remark 3, it was assumed that a composite set of desired trajectories denoted 
by       Td d dt t t       can be generated such that        , , ,d d d dt t t t         
and *d  where 
*  is an unknown set of constants that maximizes the aerodynamic 
rotor power  aeroP t . As stated previously,  aeroP t  is unmeasurable, thus, the estimated 
captured power aeroˆ ˆaeroP    can be used instead. The optimum seeking algorithm used 
in this study is the Powell’s method. Powell’s method only requires measurement of the 
output function  aeroP̂ t  and an initial guess (not required to be close to the value of * ). 
Powell’s method can then find *  by performing a series of one dimensional line 
maximizations (using Brent’s method) with convergence due to the non-trivial choice of 
search directions [4] (new directions are calculated using the extended parallel subspace 
property to avoid linear dependence).  
To ensure that        , , ,d d d dt t t t        , a filter based form of Powell’s 
method is used, wherein at each iteration,  d k is passed through a set of third order 
stable and proper low pass filters to generate continuous bounded signals for 
       , , ,d d d dt t t t      . The filters shown in (2.35)-(2.38) are used in this study, where 
1 2 3 4, , ,   
  are filter constants. The optimization algorithm waits until certain error 
thresholds are met before making the next guess (if     1d dt k e   ,   2f e   and 
    3dt t e    then 1k k   where 1 2 3, ,e e e   are constants and k   ). 
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    13 2
2 3 4
















































A numerical simulation is presented to illustrate the performance of the controller 
introduced in (2.11),  and to demonstrate the numerical-based optimum seeking reference 
trajectory generator. The system model in (2.5) corresponded to a small turbine and was 
assumed to have the following system nonlinearities 










   
 
 
The model parameters are listed in Appendix B. The desired and actual rotor 
speeds,  d t  and  t , respectively, are shown in Fig. 2.1. It is clear that  t  
successfully tracks  d t . Similarly, it is clear that  t  successfully tracks  d t as 
shown in Fig. 2.2. The power coefficient function  ,pC   , illustrated in Fig. 2.3, was 
obtained using blade-element momentum theory in [5]. For this case, max 0.4405pC   at 
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* *8 2.4    which according to (2.2), corresponds to  
* *6 2.4     . The 
numerical-based optimum seeking algorithm converged to * *6.075 2.3      as 
shown in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2. In Fig. 2.4, the maximum simulated power coefficient  pC t , 
converges to max 0.4401pC  . After analysis, the following four conclusions can be made. 
First, From Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, it can be concluded that        ,d dt t t t      and 
  *,d t     *d t  , thus   *t  and   *,t   which fulfills the stated 
control objective. Second, the results of the optimum seeking algorithm were within five 
percent of the nominal optimum blade pitch angle and rotor speed. Next, the tracking 
errors,    1 2, ,e t e t for both subsystems settle to a neighborhood of  65 10   around 
zero after 400 seconds. Finally, the control input  t  is bounded as shown in Fig. 2.5. 
Overall, the control strategy proposed in this study produced favorable results and 
demonstrates that at low to medium speeds, it is possible to attain optimal power capture 
efficiency in variable speed and pitch wind turbines in the presence of structural 
uncertainty in the form of unknown system nonlinearities. Additionally the robustness of 




Figure 2.1: Desired rotor speed  d t  and actual rotor speed  t  
 
 




Figure 2.3: Power coefficient function pC  versus tip-speed ratio , and blade pitch angle 
 , for the simulated wind turbine 
 
 




Figure 2.5: Simulated control torque for (a) drive train subsystem,  t  and pitch 
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NONLINEAR ROBUST CONTROL TO MAXIMIZE ENERGY CAPTURE IN A 
VARIABLE SPEED WIND TURBINE USING AN INDUCTION GENERATOR 
 
In this chapter, a control strategy is developed to regulate the rotor speed of a 
small variable speed wind turbine system coupled to an induction generator. The chapter 
is organized as follows. In the first section, the control objectives are stated. In the second 
section, the system model and problem statement are mathematically formulated. A 
robust speed tracking controller is designed and a supporting stability analysis is 
presented in the next section. Next, an observer is designed to estimate the system 
nonlinearities. This estimate of the system nonlinearities is used to generate the rotor 
speed reference trajectory in the next section, and is followed by numerical simulation 




The control objective is to maximize the energy captured by a wind turbine 
coupled to a doubly-fed induction generator for low to medium air speeds by tracking a 
desired rotor speed in the presence of system nonlinearities and structural uncertainty. 
Additionally, the maximization of the energy captured is achieved without the knowledge 
of the relationship that governs the power capture efficiency of the wind turbine. Instead, 
an optimization algorithm is developed to seek the unknown optimal rotor speed that 
maximizes the energy captured (via the aerodynamic rotor power), at a particular blade 
pitch angle and wind speed, while ensuring that the resulting trajectory is sufficiently 
differentiable. The problem of not explicitly knowing the rotor speed a priori is 
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countered by the fact that the optimal rotor speed will change as the wind speed changes 




   Blade pitch angle (rad). 
pC   Power capture efficiency. 
I   Current (A). 
L   Inductance (H). 
   Tip speed ratio. 
M   Mutual inductance (H). 
mM   Moment of inertia (kg.m
2). 
pn   Number of generator pole pairs. 
   Rotor angular velocity (rad/s). 
,    Flux Linkage (Wb). 
P   Power (W). 
R   Resistance (Ω). 
aR   Blade radius. 
a   Air density (kg/m
3). 
em   Electromagnetic torque (N.m). 
v   Wind velocity (m/s2) 
rV   Rotor Voltage (V) 
sV   Stator (Grid Side) Voltage (V) 
 
Subscripts and Superscripts 
*  Optimal value 
,a b   Fixed stator frame component 
d   Desired value 
max   Maximum value 






The wind turbine model consists of a wind rotor, drive shaft and an internal 
induction generator. The aerodynamic rotor power captured by the wind turbine is 
dependent on the available wind power and the power coefficient, pC  , which is a 
function of the tip-speed ratio (TSR)  t  , and the blade pitch angle,   . The 
rotor power of the wind turbine,  aeroP t  , can be defined as 
 2 3aero
1
2 p a a
P C R v   




   
From (3.1) and (3.2),  it can be inferred that there exists a constant optimal rotor 
speed, * , for a particular wind speed,    ,v t and blade pitch angle,  ,  at which the 





2 p a a




   [1]. 
The rotor power,  aero ,P t can also be written as 
 aero aeroP    
where   aero t  is the aerodynamic torque applied to the rotor by the wind. An 









R v  

  
Remark 3.1: In (3.1), it is assumed that   pC   is unknown which implies that   aero t  
and    aeroP t  are unmeasurable. 
 
Mechanical Subsystem Dynamics 
The mechanical subsystem describes the rotor dynamics of the variable speed 
wind turbine and is assumed to be of the form 
 m emM f    
where  t  is the rotor acceleration, and     aero,f v t   represents the system 
nonlinearities. 
 
Electrical Subsystem Dynamics 
The standard induction machine model can be found in [2]. The model utilized in 
this paper is the transformed nonlinear induction machine model in the stator fixed a-b 
reference frame with the assumptions of equal mutual and auto inductances, and a linear 
magnetic circuit [3]. The electrical dynamics of the internal induction generator can be 
described by the following dynamic equations: 
 s s s sR I V   
  
 r r r p r rR I n J V     
  
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 1 2s s rI       
 1 2r r sI       













a bs s s
     
T
, ,
a br r r
       
T
, ,
a bs s s
V V V   
T
,
a br r r
V V V    , 
T
,
a bs s s
I I I    , 
T 2,
a br r r
I I I     . In (3.8) and  (3.9),  1 and 2  are constants related to 
the motor parameters, and are given explicitly by 








To facilitate the control development, the following model characteristics are 
assumed: 
Assumption 1: The parameters ,sL ,M ,mM ,pn  ,aR ,rR ,sR   and a  are known 
constants. 
Assumption 2:    ,t   ,sI t   ,rI t    ,sV t and  v t are measurable. 
Assumption 3:   v t  is constant or slowly time varying (i.e., 0v  ). 
Assumption 4:       , ,v t v t v t   are bounded. 
Assumption 5: As a consequence of the fact that  aero t  is unknown,  ,f v , 
introduced in (3.5) is also unknown . 
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Assumption 6: The variables,  f  ,  f  ,  f   are bounded provided that 
  ,t   ,t  t  are bounded. 
Remark 3.2:  ,f v can be upper bounded by a known function such that 
   ,f v    where     is continuously differentiable for all   0t  . 
 
Electrical Subsystem Transformation 
 An auxiliary control input  s t  is injected into the electrical subsystem 




s s s s r r
r r r r s s
T I TI V TV






where   2 2T t   is defined as 

   











where 0 s  . It should be noted that   T t satisfies 1TT JT J   . 
The overall dynamics of the induction generator can then be given by the 
following fifth order model: 
 m emM f    
 1 2s s s s r s s sR R J V            
 1 2r r r r r s p r r sV R R n J J              
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 Tem s rJ     
 1 2s s rI       




, ,s s s      1 2
T
, ,r r r       1 2
T
,r r rV V V    ,  1 2
T




The objective is to maximize the aerodynamic rotor power of the wind turbine, 
 aeroP t ,  by tracking a desired rotor speed   d t   such that     dt t  as 
t  . This is achieved in turn by tracking a desired electromagnetic torque,  d t  , 
a desired stator flux   2 1ds t   , and a desired rotor flux   2 1dr t    such that 




,0 ,d d d d ds s r r r              
   .Td dd s rJ     
Remark 3.3: The desired rotor speed,   ,d t is designed online using a numerical-based 
optimization algorithm, as shown in a later section, to maximize the rotor power  aeroP t  
at a particular blade pitch angle,  , and wind velocity,  v t , such that   *,d t   
where  the optimal speed, * , is the result of the optimum seeking algorithm after 
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convergence, hence  aero maxP t P  if    dt t  . Additionally,  d t  is designed 
such that      , ,d d dt t t      . 
Remark 3.4: The desired rotor flux,  
1
d
s t , is designed such that  1 0
d
s t  , 
     
1 1 1
, ,d d ds s st t t       , and power loss in the system is minimized, as shown in 
Appendix C. 
Remark 3.5: To ensure equality in (3.22),  
2
d












Error System Development 
To quantify the control objective, rotor speed, stator flux and rotor flux tracking 
errors, denoted by  e t  ,     2 1, ,s rt t   respectively, are defined as 











    











    
      
        
 
where        
1 2 1 2
, , ,s s r rt t t t     . 
From the definition of the tracking error in (3.23), and subsystem dynamics in 
(3.5), a rotor speed open-loop error system is obtained as follows 
 .m m d emM e M f     
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Substituting in (3.18) and adding and subtracting (3.22) to the right hand side of 
(3.26) results in 
   T .Td dm m d d s r s rM e M f J J               
Substituting in (3.24) and (3.25) into (3.27), and performing simple algebraic 
manipulations, results in 
 1 2 1 2
2 1 2 1 1 2
.
d d
m m d d s r r s
d
r s s r s r
M e M f     
     
      
   

 





























        
           
              
      





1 1 111 1
2 2 22
2 1 22 2
1 2 11 1
2 2 1 1
2 0
dd d
r s rrr s
r r r rdd
r s rrr
d d
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p p sd d
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          
             
                 
          
           











Control Input Design 
The control inputs will be designed based on the subsequent stability analysis as 
well as the structure of the open loop error systems in (3.28)-(3.30).  
The desired torque trajectory,  d t  is designed to be 

 2 ˆ






     






 ,  sat   is the saturation function,  f̂   is an estimate of 
 f   which will be designed in Section 4, s  is the Laplace variable, K   is a 
control gain, ,    are constants and     was previously defined in Remark 3.2. 
Remark 3.6: Since 
1
1s 
 is a proper bounded filter and the output of the saturation 
function is always bounded then it can be concluded that    ˆ ˆ,s sf f   

 . Thus, it may 
be concluded that  ˆs sf    where .s   
The first entry of the desired rotor flux,  
1
d
r t , is designed to be 

1 1 1 2 1 1 1 11 1
2
1d d d d
r s s s r s s s s s
o
R e R V
R
    





  is a control gain. The auxiliary control input,  s t , is designed to be 





s s r r s s s s sd
s




  is a control gain. 
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The control voltage,  rV t  is designed as follows 

 




1 1 1 1 2
2 1
1
2 1 1 1
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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      
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    


        

 
        

       
 
where the terms    ,i jt t  , 1, ,13i    and 1, ,10j   , are explicitly defined in 
Appendix D. 
 
Analysis of Tracking Error Systems 
Theorem 3.1: Given the error system in (3.28)-(3.30) and the designed terms in (3.31)-
(3.35), the tracking error signals given in (3.23)-(3.25) are globally uniformly ultimately 
bounded (GUUB) and all signals remain bounded under closed-loop operation. 
Proof: A non-negative function, denoted by  V t  , is defined as 
 2 T T0.5 0.5 0.5 .m s s r rV M e        
which can be re-written as 
  0.5 diag ,1,1,1,1T mV z M z  
and can thus be bounded using the Raleigh inequality as 
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 2 2min maxz V z    
where   5z t   is defined as 
TTT ,s rz e        min 0.5min ,1mM   and 
 max 0.5max ,1mM  . 
Taking the time derivative of (3.36) results in  
 1 1
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 
   





After substituting (3.28)-(3.30) into (3.39),  V t  can be expressed as 
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            
               
            
     
                 
 
































            
        




Substituting (3.31)-(3.35) as well as the mathematical derivatives of  
1
d




r t , results in 
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
     
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     
 

      
 
















where     denotes the partial derivative of     with respect to  . 
Remark 3.7: The functions  1   and  2   are designed in Appendix E such that   
  
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where the control gain, K , introduced in (3.31) is designed as 1 2K K K   with 
1 2,K K
 . Applying the nonlinear damping argument [5] to the curly bracketed terms 
on the right hand side of (3.44) results in the following upper bound for  V t  
 2V z     






        and 
 
1 2 1 21
min , , , ,s s r rK     . 








    
From (3.38) and (3.46), the error signal  z t  can be upper bounded as 
      0 1 2 1exp 1 expz t t t           














  . 
From (3.47), it can be shown that      , ,s re t t t   . Since  e t  , (3.23) 
can be used along with Remark 3.3, to show that  t  . After utilizing the fact that 
 t  , from Assumption 6, it is apparent that  f   . After using Remarks 3.3 
and 3.6 and the fact that  e t  , along with (3.31), it can be shown that  d t  . 
Remark 3.5 can be used along with the facts that    
1





r t   . The expression in (3.32) can be used along with the above 
boundedness statements to show that  
1
d
r t   . Since all the signals on the right-
hand-side of (3.28) are bounded then it can be concluded that  e t  is also bounded. From 
the time derivative of (3.23), it is easy to see that  t  is bounded; thus from 
Assumption 6, it is clear that  f   is bounded. The mechanical subsystem dynamics in 
(3.5) can be utilized to show that  em t  is bounded. Above boundedness statements can 
be utilized along with (3.24), (3.25) and (3.33) to show that      , ,s r st t t    . 
Since  t  and  t  are bounded, it is clear that      . Above boundedness 
statements can be used along with Assumption 4, Remarks 3.3, 3.4 and 3.6 to prove that 
all the terms in Appendices E and F are bounded; thus from (3.34) and (3.35),  it can be  
concluded that    
1 2
,r rV t V t  . After utilizing the fact that  1
d
s t     along with 
the above boundedness statements, from (3.29), it is easy to see that  s t   . The time 
derivatives of (3.31) and (3.32) can be utilized to show that  d t  and  1
d




r t  can be shown to be bounded from the time derivative of the expression 
in Remark 3.5. From (3.30), it can be concluded that    
1 2
,r rt t     . The fact that 
   ,s rt t      can be used along with the time derivatives of (3.24) and (3.25) to 
show that  s t  and  r t  are bounded; thus from the time derivative of (3.18), it is 
clear that  em t  is bounded. After taking the time derivative of (3.5), it can concluded 
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that  t   ; thus from the second time derivative of (3.23), it is clear that  e t    
where Remark 3.3 is utilized. From Assumption 6, it may be concluded that  f    . 
The application of standard signal chasing arguments permits the conclusion that all 
signals in the closed loop system remain bounded. 
 
Nonlinearity Observer Design 
 
The control objective is to maximize the aerodynamic rotor power captured by a 
variable speed wind turbine with structurally uncertain system nonlinearities by 
controlling the rotor speed,  t . The existence of uncertain system nonlinearities 
motivates the design of a system nonlinearity observer, denoted by  ˆ ,f    to estimate 
 f  . This estimate is developed for two reasons:  
1.  f̂  is used as a feed-forward term in the control design through  ˆsf  . 
2. Since  aeroP t  is unmeasurable, an estimate of the captured power, denoted 
by  aeroP̂ t  , is designed where      aero ˆP̂ t f t t  , and is used in 
the online planning of  d t . 
 
Observer Error Systems 
The main objective of the observer is to estimate the system nonlinearities  f   
such that    f̂ f    as t  . To facilitate the observer design, the following system 
model is developed 
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 ˆˆm emM f    
where  ˆ t   denotes the estimated rotor speed. 
The rotor speed and nonlinearity observation errors,    ,t f t    are defined 
as 
 ˆˆ , .f f f       
In addition, the filtered rotor speed observation error, denoted by  r t  , is 
defined to facilitate the subsequent design and analysis as 
 r k    
where k   is a control gain. After taking the time derivative of (3.50) and pre-
multiplying by ,mM  it can be seen that 
 ˆmM r f f     
    
where  t   is defined as mkM      . 
Remark 3.8: The mean value theorem can be utilized to upper bound  t  such that 
  Nt X   where      
T 2,X t t r t      and N




  Based on the structure of (3.51), as well as the subsequent stability analysis, a 
continuous estimator law is proposed to achieve the stated estimator objectives with 
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    0ˆ sgnff k k r       
where  0,fk 
  are control gains and   sgn    is the standard signum function. 
 
Analysis of Observer Error Systems 
Before presenting the stability analysis, the following lemma will be introduced 
and later invoked. 
Lemma 3.1: Let the auxiliary function  L t  be defined as 
   0 sgnL r f     















L d    where    is defined as 
      0 0 0 .o t t f t       
Proof: See Appendix F.  
Theorem 2: The observer design in (3.52) ensures that asymptotic tracking is obtained in 
the sense that      , , 0t t r t     and    f̂ t f t  as t  . 





P L d      
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where   , L t  have been defined in Lemma 3.1. Based on the non-negativity of 
 P t (see proof of Lemma 3.1), we define a nonnegative function  oV t   as follows 
   2 21 1 .
2 2o m
V t M r P    
After taking the time derivative of (3.56) and utilizing (3.51), (3.53), and the time 
derivative of (3.55), we can conveniently rearrange terms to obtain  the following 
expression 
  2 0ˆ sgn .oV k rf r r       
    
After substituting (3.52) and utilizing Remark 3.8, simple algebraic manipulations 
can be used to obtain the following upper bound for  oV t  
 2 2 .o N fV k X r X k r     
  
Applying the nonlinear damping argument [5] to the bracketed term in (3.58) 









   
  
  




for No fV X k k

    
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where    is a constant. From (3.60) and the analysis in this section, we can conclude 
that  X t  . From the definition of  X t , it can be inferred that 
     , ,t t r t     . From (3.52), it is clear that  f̂  

 . Using standard signal 
chasing arguments, it can be shown that the all the signals in the closed-loop system 
remain bounded. In particular, from (3.51), it can be seen that  r t   ; thus 
 X t   . After employing a corollary to Barbalat’s Lemma [6], it is easy to show that 
  0X t   as t  . From the definition of  X t , it can be concluded that 
   , 0t r t   as t  . From (3.50), it is easy to see that   0t   as t  . 
From (3.48), the following relationship can be obtained 
 ˆ .mM f f f       
From (3.61), it is clear that   0t   implies that   0f t   thus    f̂ t f t  




In Remark 3.3, it was assumed that a desired trajectory  d t  can be designed 
such that    ,d dt t   and  d t  are bounded and   *d t  , where *  is the 
unknown rotor speed that maximizes the aerodynamic rotor power,  aeroP t , for a 
particular wind speed,  v t , and blade pitch angle,  . As stated in Remark 3.1,  aeroP t  
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is unmeasurable, therefore the estimated captured power,  aeroP̂ t , is used as the cost 
function to be optimized. The Successive Quadratic Estimator (SQE) is selected as the 
optimum seeking algorithm. The advantage of this algorithm over conventional methods, 
such as the Golden Section Search and Simplex, is that no initial cost function values or 
bounds on the functional values are required. The estimator approximates the unimodal 
cost function,   aeroˆ ˆP t , as a quadratic function over a local bound and successively 
uses this property to predict the location of * , the optimum rotor speed [7]. 
To ensure that    ,d dt t   and  d t  are bounded, a filter based form of the 
SQE is used, wherein at each iteration (new guess),  d n  is passed through a set of third 
order stable and proper low pass filters to generate continuous bounded signals for 
   ,d dt t   and  d t . The following filters are used in this study: 
    13 2
2 3 4































where 1 2 3 4, , ,   
  are filter constants. The optimization algorithm waits until 
certain error thresholds are met before making the next guess (i.e., if 
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    1d dt n e   ,   2f e   and     3dt t e    then 1n n   where 1 2 3, ,e e e   




A numerical case study is presented in this section to demonstrate the 
performance of the control strategy and the numerical-based optimum seeking reference 
trajectory generator using MATLAB/Simulink. The plant model in (3.5) was assumed to 
correspond to a small wind turbine, possessing the following system nonlinearity 









    
For simulation purposes, a 350W EXTRACTOR wind turbine and a ½ hp two-
pole induction generator were selected. The simulation parameters are listed in Appendix 
G. The resulting rotor speed tracking error  e t  and flux tracking errors 
 
1s
t ,  
2s
t ,  
1r
t  and  
2r
t  are shown in Figs. 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. 
From these figures, it can be seen that globally uniformly bounded tracking errors have 
been achieved under the proposed control strategy. The voltage control inputs  
1r
V t  and 
 
2r
V t  are shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, respectively. The power coefficient function, 
  ,pC   for the wind turbine, illustrated in Fig. 3.8, is an example curve obtained using 
blade-element momentum theory [8]. It may be observed that max 0.4405pC   occurs 
when * 3.5   which corresponds to * 5.296  . The actual power efficiency measure, 
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 pC t , shown in Fig. 3.9, shows that   0.4401pC t   as   5.3569t  , as illustrated 
in Fig. 3.10. Additionally, the copper loss,   ,lossP t  desired stator flux,  1
d
s t  and 
estimator error  f t  are shown in Figs. 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13, respectively. Overall, the 
simulation results demonstrate that the proposed control strategy performed satisfactorily 
and shows a robust response to structural uncertainties. 
 
 



























Figure 3.6: Voltage control input  
1r
V t  
 
 
Figure 3.7: Voltage control input  
2r




Figure 3.8: Power efficiency curve of the simulated wind turbine 
 
 




Figure 3.10: Rotor Speed  t  
 
 




Figure 3.12: Desired Stator flux  
1
d
s t  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
BACKSTEPPING PWM CONTROL FOR MAXIMUM POWER TRACKING IN  
PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAY SYSTEMS 
 
In this chapter, a control strategy is developed to maximize the power of a solar 
generating system charging a constant-voltage battery via a DC-DC boost converter. In 
the first section, the dynamic model of the solar generating system is described. Next, a 
backstepping array voltage tracking controller is designed along with the corresponding 
closed-loop error system. The Lyapunov-based stability analysis of the closed-loop error 
system is then discussed in next section. The desired array voltage trajectory is 
designed/generated in the following section. Finally, numerical simulation results are 




The control objective is to determine the maximum power operating point 
(MPOP) by tracking a desired array voltage which can be achieved by modulating the 
pulse width of the switch control signal (increasing or decreasing the duty ratio of the 
switching converter). The desired array voltage is designed online using a filtered 
incremental conductance MPP tracking algorithm.  
 
Photovoltaic Array System Dynamics 
 
The solar generation model consists of a PV array module, dc-to-dc boost 
converter and a battery as shown in Fig. 4.1. The converter transfers power from the PV 
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array terminals to the battery bank, indirectly controlling the voltage of the PV array 
panel,  pvv t  and thus the array power generation. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: The system structure of the photovoltaic array system 
 
The dynamic model of the solar generation system can by expressed by an 
instantaneous switched model as follows: 
 pv pv LCv i i   
 (1 )L pv bLi v u V    
where L  and  Li t  represents the dc-to-dc converter storage inductance and the current 
across it; bV   is the voltage of the storage battery and  u t   is the switched 
control signal that can only take the discrete values 0 (switch open) and 1 (switch closed). 
Using the state averaging method [1], the switched model can be redefined by the 
average PWM model as follows: 
 pv pv LCV I I   
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 L pv bLI V D V   
where  pvV t  and  pvI t   are the average states of the output voltage and current 
of the solar cell;  LI t   is the average state of the inductor current;  D t   is the 
limited duty ratio function of the off-state of the switched control signal,  u t . 
To facilitate control development, the following model characteristics are 
assumed: 
Assumption 1:   ,pvV t   ,pvI t  LI t and  bV t  are measurable. 
Assumption 2: C  and L are known constants. 
Assumption 3: bV  is modeled as a constant value due to its slow charge dynamics [2]. 
Assumption 4:  pvI t  is bounded provided that  pvV t  is bounded. 
Assumption 5:  pvI t  can be upper bounded by a positive constant such that pvI   




The control objective is to maximize the power extracted from a solar generating 
system,  pvP t  by tracking a developed desired array voltage,  dV t  , such that 
   pv dV t V t  as t  . This is achieved by varying  D t , the duty ratio of the off-
state of the switched control signal. 
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Remark 4.1: The desired array voltage,  dV t , is designed online using a numerical-
based extremum-seeking algorithm, as shown in Section IV, to maximize the extracted 
power  pvP t  such that   *dV t V , where *V  is the unknown optimal array voltage, 
implies that  pvP t tends to maxP , the maximum power point (MPP). Additionally,  dV t is 
designed to be sufficiently differentiable, that is      , ,d d dV t V t V t    . 
 
Error System Development 
To quantify the state control objective, tracking errors denoted by denoted by 
 e t   and  z t   are defined as follows 
 d pve V V   
 L Dz I I   
where  DI t   denotes the subsequently designed desired storage inductor current. 
From the definition of the tracking errors in (4.5) and (4.6), and the system 
dynamics in (4.3) and (4.4), an open loop system is developed as follows: 
 d pv DCe CV I z I     
 pv b DLz V D V LI     
 
Control Input Design 
The control inputs will be designed based on the subsequent stability analysis as 
well as the structure of the open loop error systems in (4.7) and (4.8). 
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The designed desired storage inductor current,  DI t  is designed as 
 D d pv eI CV I k e     
The duty ratio,  D t  is designed as follows 
  1
1
sgn .pv Lpv d e d z
b
I I
D V LCV Lk V e k z k z
V C C
  
          
  
   
where 1, ,e zk k k
  are control gains, and  sgn   is the standard signum function. 
Substituting (4.9) and (4.10) into the open loop error dynamics of (4.7) and (4.8), 
results in the following closed loop error system 
 eCe k e z    




Theorem 1: Given the closed loop error system in (4.11) and (4.12), the tracking error 
signals defined in (4.5) and (4.6) are globally asymptotically regulated in the sense that 
    , 0 ase t z t t   




V Ce Lz   
After taking the time derivative of (4.14) and making the appropriate substitutions 
from (4.11) and (4.12), the following expression is obtained 
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    1 sgne z pvV e k e z z k z e k z LI            
 2 2 1e z pvV k e k z k z LI z       
From (4.16),  V t  can be upper bound as follows 
 2 2 1e z pvV k e k z k z L I z       
If the control gain 1k  is designed such that 1k L  then from Assumption 5, 
 V t  can be upper bound as follows 
 2 2e zV k e k z    
From (4.14) and (4.18), it is straightforward to see that    ,e t z t  . Since 
 e t  , (4.5) can be used along with Remark 4.1 to show that  pvV t  . Based on 
the above boundedness statements, (4.9) can be used along with Remark 4.1 and 
Assumption 4 to show that  dI t  . After utilizing the fact that    ,DI t z t  , from 
(4.6), it is clear that  LI t  . The expression in (4.10), Remark 4.1 and Assumptions 3 
and 4, can be used along with the above boundedness statements to show that  D t   . 
The above boundedness statements can be utilized along with (4.3), (4.4) and 
Assumption 3 to show that    ,pv LV t I t    . Above boundedness statements can be 
used along with Remark 4.1, and the time derivative of (4.5) to show that  e t   . The 
time derivative of (4.9) can be used along with the above boundedness statements, 
Remark 4.1 and Assumption 5 to show that  DI t   . After taking the time derivative 
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of (4.6), it can be concluded that  z t   . After employing a corollary to Barbalat’s 
lemma [3], it is easy to show that    , 0e t z t   as t  .  
 
Generating the Desired Array Voltage Online 
 
In Remark 4.1, it is assumed the desired array voltage,  dV t , can be designed 
such that    ,d dV t V t  and  dV t  are bounded and    *dV t V t , where  *V t  is the 
unknown optimal array voltage that maximizes the solar power extracted,  pvP t . The 
extremum-seeking algorithm used in this paper is the incremental conductance MPP 
tracking algorithm [4]. Unlike many other MPT algorithms, there is no significant loss of 
efficiency in cases with rapidly changing atmospheric conditions. This algorithm utilizes 
zero slope regulation to track the maximum power point by comparing the incremental 
and instantaneous conductances of the PV array and varying the desired voltage,  dV t  
accordingly. Additionally, the algorithm accounts for changes in the atmospheric 
conditions when the array is operating at maximum power by checking if incremental 
current is nonzero. 
To ensure that    ,d dV t V t  and  dV t  are bounded, a filter-based form of the 
incremental conductance algorithm is used, wherein at each iteration, the discrete guess, 
 dV n , is passed through a set of third order stable and proper low pass filters to generate 
continuous bounded signals for    ,d dV t V t  and  dV t . The following filters were used 
in this study 
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    33 2
1 2 3































where s  is the Laplace variable, 1 2 3, ,  
  are filter constants and n  . The 
algorithm waits until certain error thresholds are met before making the next guess (i.e., if 





A numerical case study is presented in this section to demonstrate the 
performance of the control strategy proposed in this paper using MATLAB/Simulink. In 
this simulation, the obtained average closed loop duty ratio   ,D t  where 
   1D t D t , is calculated using the actual sampled state variables instead of their 
averaged values and then used to construct  u t  in (4.1) by modulating the width of a 2 
kHz pulse train. The state variables are sampled at 100 kHZ. 
The simulation plant and control parameters used in the simulation are listed 
below in Table 4.1. 
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Parameters Value Unit 
A  1.6   
C  470  F  
goE  1.1 V  
orI  62.0793 10  A  
scI  4.8  A  
K  231.3805 10 Nm/K
1k  0.01   
ek  8   
IK  32.06 10  A/°C  
zk  2   
L  34 10  H  
pn  1  
sn  25   
q  191.6 10  C  
rT  301.18  K  
bV  24  V  
  
Table 4.1: List of simulation parameters and corresponding values 
 
The atmospheric conditions are assumed to be varying as shown in Fig. 4.2. The 
tracking error  e t  is shown in Fig. 4.3. From these figures, it can be seen that the 
tracking error is asymptotically regulated. The synthesized duty ratio function,  D t , is 
shown in Fig. 4.4 to be bounded. The results of the filter-based incremental conductance 
algorithm are shown in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6. In Fig. 4.5, the desired array voltage  dV t  is 
illustrated. It is clear that  dV t  is sufficiently differentiable. In Fig. 4.6, the time 
evolution of the actual power obtained and the maximum power obtainable from the PV 
array are presented. It should be noted that the actual power converges to the 
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neighborhood of the maximum power. Fig. 4.7 shows the time evolution of the power 
obtained using a commonly used strategy wherein the incremental conductance algorithm 
was applied directly to the duty ratio,   ,D t  in essence ignoring the dc-dc converter 
dynamics [5]. This approach is compared to the strategy proposed in this paper using an 
integral square error performance measure (integral of the error between actual and 
maximum array power) as shown in Fig 4.8. It is clear that the proposed strategy has a 
better performance. Overall, the simulation results demonstrated that the proposed control 
strategy effectively tracks the maximum power point of the photovoltaic array in the 
midst of varying weather conditions and performs better than a maximum power point 
tracking (MPPT) control strategy where the converter dynamics are ignored. 
 
 




Figure 4.3: Array voltage tracking error  e t  
 
 




Figure 4.5: Desired array voltage  dV t  
 
 




Figure 4.7: Power obtained when converter dynamics are ignored 
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The capability of power harnessing devices for naturally replenishing energy 
sources must be improved upon in order to increase the viability of renewable energy 
technologies as an alternative to conventional means of power supply. This dissertation 
has focused on developing Lyapunov stability-based robust control strategies to 
maximize the power capture capability of two of the most popular means of renewable 
technologies, wind and solar power. 
In the second chapter, a nonlinear controller has been developed for a variable 
speed, variable pitch wind turbine system to optimize the power capture efficiency (i.e. 
the ratio of power captured to power available) of the wind turbine at a certain wind 
speed. The power capture efficiency is a unimodal function of the rotor speed, blade pitch 
angle and wind speed, and is assumed unknown. A desired blade pitch angle and rotor 
speed trajectory generator is designed that seeks the unknown set-point that optimizes the 
power capture while ensuring the trajectory remains bounded and sufficiently 
differentiable. To track the desired trajectory, a robust controller is developed, which is 
proven to yield a globally uniformly ultimately bounded stable closed-loop system via 
Lyapunov-based analysis. The simulation results demonstrated the excellent performance 
of the robust controller and the numerical-based optimum seeking algorithm. 
In the third chapter, a nonlinear control strategy has been developed for a variable 
speed wind turbine system to the power capture efficiency (i.e. the ratio of power 
captured to power available) of the wind turbine for a particular blade pitch angle and 
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wind speed. The power capture efficiency is a function of the rotor speed, and wind 
speed, and is assumed unimodal but unknown. A desired rotor speed trajectory generator 
is designed to seek the unknown rotor speed that optimizes the power capture, while 
ensuring the trajectory remains bounded and sufficiently differentiable. To track the 
desired trajectory, a robust tracking controller is developed to control the rotor speed via 
the generator rotor voltage. The proposed controller is proven to yield a globally 
uniformly ultimately bounded result while keeping the closed-loop system stable via 
Lyapunov-based analysis. Simulation results were provided to verify the effectiveness of 
the control strategy using a 350W EXTRACTOR wind turbine as a model. Future 
research will involve the implementation of the control strategy on the EXTRACTOR 
wind turbine and eliminating the assumption of constant or slowly time varying wind 
speed. 
Finally in chapter four, a backstepping PWM control strategy has been developed 
to maximize the power extracted from solar generating system, charging a battery via a 
DC-DC converter, in varying weather conditions. A desired array voltage is designed 
online using an extremum-seeking algorithm to seek the unknown array voltage that 
maximizes the output power of the photovoltaic array while remaining bounded and 
sufficiently differentiable. To track the designed trajectory, a tracking controller is 
developed to modulate the duty cycle of the boost converter. The proposed controller is 
proven to yield global asymptotic stability with respect to the tracking errors via 
Lyapunov analysis. Simulation results are provided to verify the effectiveness of this 
approach. Finally, the proposed control strategy is compared to a typical maximum power 
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point tracking algorithm that ignores the dynamics of the boost converter. The 
performance measure used is the integral square error between the actual and maximum 















Proof of Lemma 2.1 
 
The proof for Lemma 2.1 used in Chapter 2 will now be presented. The 
expression in (2.23) can be substituted into (2.26) and then integrated in time to obtain 

           














L d X f X d f d
d
X X d








   
  
 
The bracketed term in (A.1) may be integrated by parts so that the simplified 
expression becomes 

          
           
0 0
0







L d X f X d
X t f t X t f t X t X t

      
 
 
      
   
 
  
       
 
An upper bound on the right hand side of (A.2) can be written as 

     
 














L d X f d
X t f t X t X t f t

     
 
 
    
  




    
 










 , then Lemma 2.1 holds. 
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Appendix B 
Simulation Parameters for Chapter 2 
 
Table B.1 shows the values of the parameters used in the numerical simulation of 
Chapter 2. 
 








R  2 m 
v  1.5 m.s2
A  12.6 m2
  1.2 kg/m3
  0.1 - 
K 10 - 
  3 - 
k  10 - 
  2 - 
 
Table B.1: Simulation parameters and values 
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Appendix C 





s t  is designed to be a strictly positive function that ensures 
     
1 1 1
, ,d d ds s st t t     are bounded and an optimum reduction in copper loss. The 
copper loss denoted by  lossP t , is defined as 
    
T T
loss in out
loss r r s s L
P Power Power
P I V I I R
 
  
       (C.1) 
Substituting (3.16), (3.17), (3.19) and (3.20) into (C.1) results in 
 
   
   
T
1 2 1 2
T
1 2 1 2 .
loss r s r r r r s r s p r
L s r s r
P R R J n J
R
      
   
             
      

    (C.2) 
At steady state, the system is tracking where all time derivatives equal zero and 
d
r r  , 
d
s s  , d  , d   results in the following 
  
   
   
T
1 2 1 2
T
1 2 1 2
d d d d d
loss r s r r r s p d r d d
d d d d
L s r s r
P R R n J
R
      
   
         
      
    (C.3) 










   

       (C.4) 





d d o s




   

       (C.5) 


















ˆˆ ˆ ˆ 1 ˆ
dr
loss r r s










    
   
 
    
 
 
     
   
    (C.6) 
The expression in (C.6) is then used as cost function in a filter-based SQE 
numerical minimization algorithm, similar to the strategy described in optimization 
section of Chapter 3, with  
1
d
s t  as the functional value. This ensures an optimum 
reduction in copper losses and that      
1 1 1
, ,d d ds s st t t       . 
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Appendix D 
Auxiliary Signal Definitions 
 
The terms i  and j  where 1, ,13i    and 1, ,13j   , introduced in (3.34) 
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   

         
  
  
             
  
  



































   











 are control gains, 1 2, 
  are small constants and 
   1 2,      are known functions designed in Appendix E. 
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Appendix E 
Design of Bounding Terms 
 
The functions   ,   1   and  2   are designed to ensure that the conditions in 
Remarks 3.2 and 3.7 are met 




            (E.1) 























     (E.2) 












   
    

     (E.3) 
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Appendix F 
Proof of Lemma 3.1 
 
The equation (3.50) can be substituted into (3.53) and then integrated in time to 
obtain 
             
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    
 
    (F.1) 
The bracketed term in (F.1) may be integrated by parts to obtain the following 
expression 
          
       
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      (F.2) 
An upper bound on the right hand side of (F.2) can be written as 
   
     
 
 
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     (F.3) 










 , then Lemma 3.1 holds. 
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Appendix G 
Simulation Parameters for Chapter 3 
 
Table G.1 lists the parameter values used in the numerical simulation discussed in 
Chapter 3. 
 
Parameters Value Units 
K  50 - 
fk  10 - 
sL  0.078 H 
M  0.571 H
mM  2.4 kg.m
2 
pn  1 - 
aR  1.52 m 
LR  1 Ω 
rR  7.25 Ω 
sR  5.55 Ω 
v  2.3 m/s2
  2.4 deg 
  10 - 
  100 - 
1  1 - 
2  1 - 
1r
  1 - 
2r
  1 - 
1s
  50 - 
2s
  50 - 
a  1.2 kg/m3 
  0.25 - 
 
Table G.1: Simulation parameters and values 
